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- Volunteers - pray for their ongoing relationships with clients. Give thanks for

their commitment to this work.

- All clients invited to the Steve Legg evening

- All clients sent an Easter card and some a small book explaining why we

celebrate Easter

- Community Links Co-ordinator - Catherine Weatherill from Wellspring has

started and made some great first impressions. Please pray for both

Catherine and Morgan, that they will continue to work out exactly what the

role looks like and that it enables us to reach more people for Jesus.

Clients

- J&J - case has closed. Denise remains in contact.

- AA - has been paying off debts faithfully for nearly 2 years but due to price

rises CAP has suggested bankruptcy might be more appropriate.

- MT - quite unco-operative and CAP feel they will not be able to help in this

situation.

- V - CAP have finally looked at and updated this case. Still not activated due to

further information required. Please pray that V does not lose

interest/enthusiasm - this has been a very long process!

- G - please pray for a suitably accessible flat to become available, and for

health to stabilise. Denise and Morgan visited recently and G was much more

animated than previously, despite health continuing to deteriorate - likely due

to increased contact with others through PA visits. CAP-wise, all ticking along.

- AR - Just about to submit details so CAP can build budget and advice. A is

quite isolated and suffers with physical and mental health difficulties, including
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bereavement. Accepted prayer and showed emotional response but didn’t

want to discuss further.

- L - first visit in the last week

- X - a Christian who is on a low income and managing to pay all bills and

contracted amount on a loan, but no disposable income. X seems to be

trapped by fear and shame, which is also resulting in social isolation.

- V&M - first visit on 15/5. Already had telephone conversations which have

hopefully alleviated some concerns.

- C - first visit on 22/5. Very keen to start working with CAP.


